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     “Who left the 800 lb gorilla on the telescope?” So begins 

another observing run for our Galactic Plane Infrared Polariza-

tion Survey, or GPIPS, team on the 1.8-m Perkins telescope. 

The gorilla is Mimir (see Figure 1), the near-infrared imager, 

spectrometer, and polarimeter. Since 2004, Mimir has been a 

workhorse Perkins instrument, used by scientists from Lowell, 

Boston University (BU), and other universities. What is this 

beast, why is it here, and what use is it? 

     The 1999 arrival of BU as a Perkins telescope partner coin-

cided with the departure of Ohio State and their near-infrared 

OSIRIS imaging spectrograph instrument. Many were keen to 

use the Perkins for infrared observing, so a committee of Lowell 

and BU scientists 

convened to iden-

tify requirements 

for a replacement 

infrared instru-

ment.  The debate 

arrived at the 

grand conclusion 

that  the  new 

instrument had to 

do…everything! 

    Some wanted 

spectroscopy, to 

study the atmos-

pheres of the 

planets or the 

environments of 

newly forming 

s t a r s .  S ome 

wanted longer 

wavelength sensi-

tivity, to measure 

killer asteroid 

sizes or   to    un-

cover star clusters 

deeply  hidden  in  

interstellar dust 

(see Figure 2). Some wanted wide-field  panoramic imaging,  to  

survey   the   skies   efficiently.     And   I  wanted  polarimetry. 

     Many physical conditions that neither imaging nor spectros-

copy can sense are easily revealed using polarimetry, making it 

a critical tool for understanding many astrophysical phenomena. 

Polarimetry reveals hidden illuminating stars in some reflection 

nebulae, where the polarimetric pattern points to the central star. 

It also reveals the illusive, weak magnetic field that exists in 

interstellar space. 

 

 

 

 

 

(Figure 1) Brian Taylor completing installation of Mimir 
on the Perkins telescope. The carrier cart is being 
wheeled away from the stainless steel cryostat; the 
electronics box is mounted in the upper left. The two 
metallic cables leaving the cryostat below the electronics 
are high-pressure helium lines that are part of the 
closed-cycle refrigeration system keeping the optics and 
detector cold. 

By Dan Clemens, Boston University 

       

     Polarimetry measures the direction on the sky for which the 

brightness (actually the electric field) of the arriving photons is 

greatest. Arizona daytime skies are wonderful for seeing this 

using Polaroid sunglasses. Stare at the daytime sky and rotate 

the glasses around your look direction. The effect is dramatic – 

at some rotation, the sky is seen to go black. Rotated 90 degrees 

more, the sky is brightest. Congratulations! You are now a certi-

fied polarimetrist.   

     Both polarimetry and infrared observations have strong 

Lowell Observatory connections through its former Director, 

John S. Hall (1958-1977). In 1932, Hall described observations 

of stars at infrared wavelengths using early photoelectric tech-

niques. By 1948, he had built a photoelectric polarimeter and 

measured stellar and nebular polarizations. Hall’s 1963 Lowell 

Observatory Annual Report describes using the then 69-inch 

Perkins telescope for polarimetry of the Pleiades star cluster 

nebulosity. Outfitting the modern Perkins telescope with Mimir, 

a state-of-the-art infrared  polarimeter, has reinvigorated the 

research areas pioneered by Hall. 

(continued on page 2) 

    (Figure 2) Mimir infrared images of the field containing the globular cluster GC01. 
(a) Three-color composite of images taken in the J (1.2µm – blue), H (1.6µm – green), 
and K (2.2µm – red) wavelength bands. The field is the 10x10 arcmin instantaneous 
field of view of Mimir. (b) A zoomed version of the center of the image at left, showing 
the cluster center. (c) Mimir image using its narrow-field, high angular resolution mode, 
with 0.18 arcsec pixels, which resolves the cluster center into individual stars. 



 

 

 

     For polarimetry, the spectroscopy slit is removed from the 

optical path, and the filter wheels positioned to insert a po-

larimetric analyzer called a “half-wave plate.” Polarimetric 

information is obtained by taking a series of images, each 

through a different half-wave plate rotation angle –  the same 

as when rotating Polaroid glasses against the blue Arizona 

sky. What makes Mimir unique is that it is designed to obtain 

polarimetry across its entire 10 x 10 arc minute field of view 

– a capability unsurpassed by any other instrument. My team 

is exploiting this powerful Mimir capability to study the 

Milky Way’s magnetic field. 

 

The Galactic Magnetic Field and GPIPS 

 

     Magnetic fields in space may, or may not, influence how 

gas clouds collect and collapse to form new stars. They possi-

bly affect whether the stars formed are singles, doubles, or 

clusters. The fields might be swept up by strong stellar winds 

or supernovae explosions. Given the uncertain role of the 

magnetic field in all these settings, most theorists simply ig-

nore the magnetic field when building their models and simu-

lations; but is this wise? 

     Polarimetry allows us to tease out information on magnetic 

fields existing between us and distant stars. Interstellar space 

is not truly empty, but contains small quantities of dust mixed 

with the dominant gas component. These dust particles, or 

grains, are tiny, only about 10nm (0.004 inch) in size and 

non-spherical. They acquire electric charges, generally by loss 

of electrons, and reach thermal equilibrium with their sur-

roundings. This causes them to rotate and generate tiny mag-

netic moments, much like small bar magnets. The rotating, 

charged grains interact with magnetic field lines, aligning the 

grains and field. Unpolarized starlight, arriving from afar at 

the dust grain, acquires a weak linear polarization related to 

the magnetic field. By measuring the linear polarization of 

distant starlight passing through foreground dusty regions, the 

magnetic field direction in the plane of the sky is revealed. 

     GPIPS is our ambitious project to use Mimir and the Per-

kins to map the interstellar magnetic field across a large swath 

of the Milky Way from Scutum through Vulpecula. This 36- 

degree-long zone covers the thin, two-degree-wide Milky 

Way disk, yielding a survey of 72-square-degrees. Graduate 

students April Pinnick, Mike Pavel, and Carol Carveth, under-

graduate Katherine Jameson, and Research Associate Brian 

Taylor (all BU) and I need to point Mimir to more than 3,200 

distinct directions to cover this big sky area. At a rate of 20-

30 survey centers per clear night, GPIPS will take us 100-200 

nights, and a few more years, to complete. To date we have 

covered some 20 percent, including the known star clusters, 

gas and dust shells, as well as several nearby dusty molecular 

and atomic gas clouds in the survey area. 

     John Hall collected some of the first polarizations from 

Milky Way stars, but the number he and others measured with 

photoelectric polarimeters was very modest. When we started 

GPIPS in 2006, only six stars in the 72-square-degree area 

had measured polarizations. Mimir gives us two important 

advantages over  Hall’s instruments.  In  the infrared,  we see   
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     But, building polarimetry into Mimir along with spectros-

copy and wide-field imaging was not easy. Spectrometers 

love to have bent optical configurations, thanks to the way 

light leaves their light dispersing diffraction gratings. Wide-

field imagers want lots of field angle, to grab the biggest 

piece of sky. But polarimeters are fussy, uncooperative things 

– they demand no optical bends, small fields, and symmetry 

of the optics to prevent the bane called “instrumental polariza-

tion.” 

      

Mimir, the Inside Story 

 

     Mimir is a refractive reimager, with 18 lenses made from 

four crystalline materials. The detector is an ALADDIN III 

InSb-based 1024x1024 pixel sensor that operates at 33.5 K   

(-431 F) and detects light from 600 nm (red light, to our eyes) 

to 5500 nm (near-infrared). To prevent it being swamped by 

thermal photons from inside Mimir, the optics and internal 

parts are cooled to about 65 K (-375 F). If the optics and de-

tector were surrounded by air at normal pressure, all the wa-

ter, carbon dioxide, oxygen, nitrogen, and argon would freeze 

into one big ice ball. To exclude air, Mimir’s optics, struc-

tures, and detector are in a large vacuum vessel, called a 

“cryostat,” whose outside is stainless steel for strength. Even 

the six-inch diameter front entrance window must be at least 

one-inch thick to resist the air pressure force of more than 400 

lbs (see Figure 3).  

     Deep within Mimir live four filter wheels, nestled on a 

common central shaft and moved by small motors in the cold 

vacuum space. Filters and other light analyzing components 

in the wheels let Mimir act as an imager, spectrometer, or 
polarimeter. Computers command the motors to change wheel 

positions, reconfiguring Mimir from imaging to spectroscopy 

in just seconds. Compare that to the time to remove an imager 

instrument from the Perkins and replace it with a spectrometer 

– sometimes hours – and it is clear Mimir’s multiple observ-

ing modes make it versatile.  

    

 

(Figure 3) Cutaway drawing of the Mimir cryostat. Light enters through the 
window, goes past the slit/decker spectroscopy unit into a six lens collimator 
unit, through four filter wheels, then through a camera lens unit, to finally 
arrive at the ALADDIN III array detector.  



 

 

through thicker layers of dust, extending the distance horizon 

by more than a factor of five, to about five to six kiloparsecs. 

Mimir’s wide field of view simultaneously measures polariza-

tions for 100-200 stars (see Figure 4). When GPIPS is done, 

we will have obtained some 500,000 new stellar polarizations.  

     Using Mimir and the Perkins, our GPIPS project will re-

veal the Milky Way magnetic field with a richness of detail 

never before achieved. We will use GPIPS data to test modern 

models of the Galactic magnetic field’s structure and its role 

in cloud and star formation. We expect that future theorists, in 

considering GPIPS findings, will never again be able to ig-

nore the magnetic field or simply sweep it under a rug. Direc-

tor John Hall would probably be tickled to see the Perkins 

telescope at Lowell Observatory play such an important role 

in this field of modern astrophysics. 
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(Figure 4) One Mimir field of view, from the GPIPS project. This 10x10 arcmin 
field shows a gray scale combination of all polarimetry images into one deep, 
photometric image – with stars as faint as H = 17 magnitude seen. Blue 
contours represent the distribution of molecular hydrogen gas, and its associ-
ated dust, as traced by CO radio spectral lines (Jackson et al. 2006). Red 
sticks represent polarization properties of the brighter stars, as measured by 
Mimir. Stick lengths represent the degree of polarization, directions of sticks 
represent the magnetic field directions on the plane of the sky.  

 The Surprise Appearance of Comet Holmes 
  By Dave Schleicher 

     The constellation Perseus appeared to gain a new star in 

late-October, with the unexpected and extraordinary brighten-

ing of Comet 17P/Holmes. Discovered more than a century 

ago, Comet Holmes orbits the Sun in an ellipse which takes it 

between two and five AU every seven years, i.e. it always 

remains beyond Mars, going from the inner asteroid belt out 

to Jupiter and back again. With only a three-km diameter nu-

cleus, on October 23rd at a distance of 2.4 AU from the Sun, 

the nucleus of the comet would have been about 21st magni-

tude while the entire coma had a brightness of about 17th 

magnitude. Twenty four hours later, the total brightness of the 

comet had increased by more than 500,000 times, to nearly 

2nd magnitude and making Holmes the second brightest 

"star" in Perseus, and by eye it indeed appeared just like an 

extra star. 

 

Comet Holmes, November 19, 2007, 20-minute exposure. 
     (Image by Ralph Nye) 

     Over the course of the next month, Comet Holmes faded 

by less than a factor of two, but greatly increased in size. The 

term "comet" means "hairy star" and, in this case, everyone 

could watch the "hair" grow until the comet appeared to be as 

large as the moon in the sky (one-half degree in diameter), but 

had actually grown to a size larger than the Sun (also one-half 

degree, but 860,000 miles in diameter). The change from a 

stellar appearance to an obviously diffuse or extended object 

was simply due to the slow but steady outward motion of an 

enormous cloud of dust grains away from the nucleus. 

Sunlight reflecting off of the grains determines the brightness 

of this comet, and as the grains move outwards the comet gets 

bigger but the number of grains remains about the same, 

which is why the comet remained about the same total bright-

ness. However, as seen in a telescope or later by eye, the sur-

face brightness of the comet dropped steadily as the grains 

spread out in space. By the end of November, the decreasing 

(continued on page 4) 
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surface brightness began to drop the outer regions below the 

threshold of the eye's sensitivity, resulting in a drop in total 

brightness. 

     What are we seeing and how can it be so bright? Gener-

ally, the light from a comet arises from two components: light 

reflected from dust grains and light absorbed and emitted by 

gas molecules. The total brightness depends on how many 

grains and molecules are present and how far they are from 

the source of illumination (the Sun), and how far the comet is 

from the observer (us). Our own and other astronomers' meas-

urements indicate that, while considerable gas is present, the 

vast majority of the light associated with the October outburst 

is reflected from dust grains. By making a few assumptions, 

such as there are always many more small grains than large 

grains (imagine a sandy beach) and that the particles must be 

larger than the wavelength of light that is being reflected, we 

can roughly calculate how many micron-sized grains (roughly 

the size of fine talcum powder) are required for the comet to 

reach a total brightness of 2nd magnitude. We require a total 

surface area of the grains to be about 40 million times larger 

than the surface area of the nucleus itself, or more than 1026 

grains with a total volume corresponding to a cube about one-

quarter mile on a side or about 1/10th of one percent of the 

volume of the nucleus. Depending upon the actual properties 

of the grains, this estimate could be incorrect by factors of 

several, either more or less. In fact, Comet Holmes was origi-

nally discovered in 1892, during a similar outburst (otherwise 

it would not have been discovered until many years later!); 

this is not a unique occurrence.  

     So, WHY has Comet Holmes experienced such enormous 

outbursts of material.  Quite simply, astronomers don't  know.  

However, one clue is that some other comets have much 

smaller outbursts (brightening by 100 times) but much more 

frequently (every few weeks or months), at distances even 

further from the Sun where the heat from the Sun is insuffi-

cient to vaporize water ice. My personal hypothesis is that a 

pocket of CO or CO2 ice trapped beneath the crust of the nu-

cleus slowly vaporizes as heat from the Sun seeps into the 

interior (these ices vaporize at much lower temperatures than 

water ice). As the CO or CO2 ice turns to gas, pressure builds 

up and, after many weeks or, in the case of Comet Holmes, 

many decades, the pressure is sufficient to rupture the crust, 

releasing the gas and any dirt, dust, and water ice originally 

mixed with the CO or CO2 ice. Unfortunately, it will be very 

difficult to prove or disprove this hypothesis, as no measure-

ments were obtained to detect the presence of CO or CO2 gas 

at the time of or immediately following the outburst. 

     Finally, as you follow the expected fading of Comet 

Holmes, I note that another comet, 8P/Tuttle, will be making 

a less dramatic appearance as it passes within one-quarter AU 

of Earth in January. Expected to reach a brightness of 7th 

magnitude,  Tuttle  will look very different  from Holmes 

because Tuttle's coma is mostly composed of gas rather than 

dust, and so will be quite diffuse and  may  be  difficult to 

detect even with binoculars. Also, Comet Tuttle will be rap-

idly heading south and will not be visible from the United 

States by February. But gas or dust, happy comet observing! 

 

 

  Artist Ingrid Calame Creates at  Lowell  

 

 

This image, a slice of Ingrid 

Calame's "Secular Response 

3A (Tracings up to the L.A. 

River placed in the Clark 

Telescope Dome, Lowell 

Observatory, Flagstaff, 

AZ)," explodes in color and 

creativity — an arresting 

splash at an end of a walk-

way hall, part of her installa-

tion at the Art Gallery of 

Toronto, Canada. 
(Photo by Sean Weaver) 

 

Calame juxtaposes   the  Mylar  template  from the floor of 

the historic Clark Dome as a border for tracings she and her 

assistants made of stains on a concrete embankment of the 

L.A. River —  to  create   the  full-scale  artwork  Secular 

Response 3A.  (Photo by Emily Joyce)  

 

Art ist  Ingr id 

Calame, based in 

Los Angeles,  

visited Lowell 

Observatory for 

two chilly days 

spent on the 

floors of  the 

Pluto Discovery 

and Clark Tele-

scope Domes in 

November 2005. Here, Calame, at right, with assistant Eri 

Koppers, create a Mylar template on the Clark dome floor  

forming  a layer for Calame’s work, “Secular Response 3.” 
(Photo by Patricia Johnson) 
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     About six months ago we began including a survey on the 

reverse side of our Friends of Lowell renewal reminder. Many 

of these have been completed and returned, and with very 

helpful suggestions. One Friend suggested we provide a 

“daily log of our activities.” We had been considering a Web 

log (blog) for some time. This suggestion moved that task to 

the top of the priorities list.  Now you can read about high-

lights of our activities and know they are available as a direct 

result of Friends’ feedback.   

     You will find a link to the blog from our home page, or to 

access it directly use the following address:  

http://www.lowell.edu/blog/. Comments and discussion about 

items posted in the blog are welcome and encouraged. Or, 

please use the envelope enclosed in this newsletter to send 

your comments and contribution in support of our astronomi-

cal research and public education and outreach. 

     Also, Lowell’s Web site has been redesigned!  This is also 

partly a result of feedback from our Friends who have re-

quested more content about our research projects and our sci-

ence staff.  Many of our research projects and staff have been 

covered in the Lowell Observer.  You can now browse past 

issues at: http://www.lowell.edu/friends/observer.php. Also, 

be sure to see our new research page at:  

http://www.lowell.edu/rsch/index.php and click “Programs 

and Staff” to see a description of Lowell astronomers and 

their research projects. 

     We enjoy hearing from our Friends and encourage your 

questions, suggestions, and comments.  If you send us e-mail, 

whether to a specific individual or to the friends@lowell.edu 

address, please put “Lowell Observatory” in the subject line 

as it will make it easier to find when sorting through the many 

e-mails we receive each day.  If you don’t get a response, it’s 

almost certainly because your e-mail was not received, so try 

calling or mailing us instead.  Our address and phone number 

are on the back page. 

    Cool Things to See in the Winter Sky 
 

     Total Lunar Eclipse – On February 20 an eclipse will be 

visible from across North and South America, Europe, and 

Africa.  In the United States, the entire eclipse will be visible 

east of the Rocky Mountains.  West of the Rockies, the moon 

will be in mid-eclipse when it rises.  Umbral eclipse, when 

the moon significantly darkens, begins at 8:43 EST (6:43 in 

Arizona).  The moon will be totally eclipsed from 10:00-

10:51 EST.  It will then gradually brighten until 12:09 EST, 

when the umbral eclipse ends.  Lowell Observatory will be 

open to discuss and observe this exciting event; see the list of 

special events on the back cover. 

 

     Mars – Mars was Percival Lowell’s favorite planet, and it 

is currently shining brightly in the evening skies.  Mars 

reached its closest 2007/2008 approach to Earth on Decem-

ber 18, when it was within 88.42 million kilometers (54.94 

million miles).  At opposition on Christmas Eve, it reached a 

magnitude of -1.6, making it the second brightest object in 

the sky that night, behind the full moon.  Throughout the first 

quarter of 2008, Mars will slowly migrate from the eastern 

portion of Taurus into Gemini.  If you don’t have a telescope 

to see Mars, you can come to Lowell Observatory, where you 

can view it through Percival Lowell’s original 24-inch Clark 

Telescope through the end of February. 

 

     Saturn – Saturn will follow Mars across the evening 

skies.  It reaches opposition on February 24, when it is at 

+0.2 magnitude.  It is in the constellation Leo located about 

5º – half the width of your fist held at arm’s length – east of 

Regulus.  At Lowell Observatory, we will be viewing Saturn 

through the Clark from early March through mid-May.  

           Friends Update 

                 Students Clean Up Lowell Campus 

The Volunteer Teen Works program has helped clean up the Lowell campus for 
the past several years. One year they picked up trash along Mars Hill Road and 
cleaned telescope buildings. This past summer, they helped Superintendent of 
Buildings and Grounds, Jerry McGlothlin, rake and remove countless loads of 
fire loving pine needles from the forest floor surrounding the Observatory. 

          

Pam Ross (left), Director of Business Partnerships at Honeywell Aero-
space, presents a check for the Honeywell Children’s Exhibit at Lowell 
Observatory to Kevin Schindler (right), Lowell’s Outreach Manager. Phase 
1 of the exhibit has been installed, while the next phase is scheduled to be 
completed by June, 2008. Honeywell is the sole contributor in this project 
and has committed $52,500 toward its completion. 

 Honeywell Funds Children’s Exhibit 



 

 

                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      
 

The Perkins Telescope:   
A Role in the Discovery of Dark Matter 
By Kevin Schindler 

by the Department of  Terrestrial Magnetism in 1965  and 

became Ford’s most long-lasting collaborator on the project. 

     Starting in 1966, Rubin and Ford used the image tube 

spectrograph on the Perkins and the 84-inch Kitt Peak Tele-

scope to determine the velocities of numerous regions within 

M31, the Andromeda Galaxy.  From these velocities they 

made a startling discovery that changed our understanding 

about the composition of the Universe.  Astronomers  had 

assumed that the bulk of a galaxy’s mass, and thus its gravita-

tional influence, was found in the galactic core, where the 

greatest concentration of stars are located.  If this were true, 

then the farther a star is from the core, the less gravity acts on 

it, thus the slower its orbital speed.  On the other hand, stars 

near the core would have a proportionally higher orbital 

speed.   By  determining the  exact velocities of stars and 

comparing these numbers to  the distance  from the  core, 

astronomers could calculate the galaxy’s mass.   

     When Rubin and Ford analyzed their M31 data, they were 

startled to find that stars in the outer reaches of the galaxy 

moved at the same speed as those closer to the core. Further 

investigation of many other galaxies confirmed a consistent 

pattern of flat rotation curves. In virtually all galaxies studied,  

the  velocities  remained  constant  even though distances 

increased. The only explanation for constant velocities, even 

at great distances from the cores, is that the mass continues to 

increase linearly with increasing distance from the center of a 

galaxy. No visible light accompanies this mass that is located 

well beyond the optical galaxy. Hence, there must be unseen 

matter  present. These  observations proved  a theory first 

suggested by Fritz Zwicky in 1935. Today, almost 40 years 

since Rubin and Ford’s first observations, most astronomers 

believe that about 90 percent of the Universe consists of dark 

matter. A few brave scientists seek to explain the observations 

differently. They believe that the observations indicate that 

Isaac Newton’s laws of gravity must be altered for objects at 

very large distances. Only the future will tell. 
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     In the Summer 2005 edition (Issue 67) of the Lowell Ob-

server, Nat White explored the history of the Perkins Tele-

scope, a workhorse instrument used by Lowell astronomers 

for more than 45 years.  In this issue, we will discuss one of 

the major discoveries made with the Perkins after it came to 

Lowell: the observational proof of dark matter.  

     Kent Ford of the Carnegie Institution’s  Department  of  

Terrestrial Magnetism built a revolutionary instrument in the 

1960s known as an image tube spectrograph.  This device 

allowed for much faster imaging times when carrying out 

spectrographic analyses of celestial objects.  V.M. Slipher 

certainly would have appreciated such an instrument when 

performing his groundbreaking spectrographic studies in the 

early 20th century, which sometimes included exposure times 

of dozens of hours.   

     Ford’s image tube spectrograph was attached to the back 

end of a telescope and the entire ensemble was then pointed at 

a desired celestial object. Light from the galaxy traveled 

through the telescope and then passed into the spectrograph 

through a slit.  Once inside the spectrograph, a collimator 

deflected the incoming light into a parallel beam, which then 

passed through a grating, resulting in the dispersion of the 

light into individual wavelengths.  These fingerprints of light 

then were directed to a camera, which focused the patterns 

onto an image tube and recorded the images on a photo-

graphic plate that had been baked for three days in order to 

increase its sensitivity.  In today’s world of CCD imaging, 

this technique sounds primitive, but it was an essential step in 

the evolution of astronomical imaging. 

     Starting around 1961, Ford used the Perkins to develop 

what became known as the Carnegie Image Tube Spectro-

graph.   He  teamed  up  with  Bill Baum,  Otto  Franz,  Peter 

Boyce and a host of other astronomers, including current 
Lowell Advisory Board member Vera Rubin.  Vera was hired   

Vera Rubin assists in attaching the image tube spectrograph to the Perkins 
Telescope circa 1966. Kent Ford, who designed the spectrograph, is in the 
white hard hat.  (Photo by Bob Rubin) 

Carnegie Image Tube Spectrograph used on the Perkins Telescope. 



 

 

 

                Total Lunar Eclipse, August 28, 2007 
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     These images  of the total lunar eclipse on August 28, 

2007 were  taken by  Friends  of  the  Lowell  Observatory  

and Advisory Board member Mike Beckage.  He used a 

Canon Digital Rebel SLR attached at prime focus on an 

80mm f5 refractor, which was  piggy-back  guided  on  a  

Celestron telescope. He enjoys giving presentations about 

astronomy and introducing people to the night sky at public 

star parties; he frequently sets up his Celestron for such 

events near his home in southern California.  We are grateful 

for Mike’s generosity and his service to Lowell through his 
role on our Advisory Board. 

 

  New Outdoor Exhibits Enhance Visitor Experience 

     Exhibits at Lowell are located in three general areas.  The 

Steele Visitor Center’s exhibit hall contains exhibits focusing 

on our current understanding of astronomical principles and 

phenomena.  Within the Rotunda are displays highlighting 

important historical people, equipment and discoveries.  The 

third group comprises those located outside, along the Pluto 

Walk and sprinkled elsewhere around campus. The outdoor 

exhibits have not been upgraded in several years, but thanks 

to generous funding from the City of Flagstaff and Flagstaff 

Cultural Partners, we either updated old exhibits or created 

new ones.   

     For the Pluto Walk, which is a scale model of the Solar 

System, each planet traditionally featured one or two signs 

highlighting important physical characteristics.  We updated 

these signs, adding colorful planetary images.  In targeting 

our younger visitors, we also created a “fun facts” sign for 

each planet, giving fascinating and fun features for each 

planet, accompanied by artwork and pictures. 

 

         

   Updated  Pluto Walk.       

      

     One of the new displays we created centers on an historic 

soda acid fire extinguisher used decades ago to suppress fires 

on Mars Hill.  Stored for years in a garage, the nearly century-

old, five-foot-tall extinguisher is now back in its stone storage 

shed, near the McAllister Telescope dome.  By pushing a 

light button, visitors can peer through a newly cut window 

and see the equipment once used to save V.M. Slipher’s 

house from burning down, and also to fight forest fires.   

 

         

 Stone water tank with viewing window of the old fire extinguisher. 

         Mike Beckage in the Mohave desert with his Celestron telescope. 
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February February February February Regular public hours: daytime 12 PM to 5PM; M/W/
F/Sat , nights 5:30 PM-9:30 PM 
 
Wed 6    Flagstaff Night Flagstaff Night Flagstaff Night Flagstaff Night (evening) — At 7:00 p.m. guest speaker  
J. Judson of Northern Arizona University will give an indoor pres-
entation on Martian caves. Also see Mars through the telescope. 
Flagstaff residents (must show valid drivers license or utility bill) 
pay half price for entrance into regular evening programs.  
 
Sun 17 Winterfest Star FestWinterfest Star FestWinterfest Star FestWinterfest Star Fest (evening) — This special event will 
feature numerous telescopes set up for viewing throughout the 
Lowell campus. Mars is the featured planet 
 
Mon 18 School’s Out and Kid’s are FreeSchool’s Out and Kid’s are FreeSchool’s Out and Kid’s are FreeSchool’s Out and Kid’s are Free (9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.) 
— Same as above.  
  
Wed 20   Total Lunar Eclipse Total Lunar Eclipse Total Lunar Eclipse Total Lunar Eclipse (5:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.) — Come 
learn about and view this total eclipse. The eclipse will occur be-
tween 6:43 p.m. to 10:09 p.m., with totality running from 8:00 
p.m. to 8:51 p.m. 
 

March March March March Hours are same as above.        
 
Wed 5   Flagstaff Night Flagstaff Night Flagstaff Night Flagstaff Night (regular evening hours) — Flagstaff resi-
dents (must show valid drivers license or utility bill) pay half price 
for entrance into regular evening programs. Mars is the featured 
planet to view this evening.  
  
Sun 9     Spring Break Star Fest Spring Break Star Fest Spring Break Star Fest Spring Break Star Fest (regular evening hours)  — same as 
Winterfest above but with Saturn as the featured object. 
 
Sun 16  Spring Break Star Fest Spring Break Star Fest Spring Break Star Fest Spring Break Star Fest (regular evening hours) — At 7:00 
p.m., guest speaker, scientist and writer Joan Horvath, will give a 
presentation about her new book, “What Scientists Actually Do.”  
Includes indoor programs and outdoor viewing of Saturn. 
 
Tues 18, Thu 20  Percival Lowell Comes to Life Percival Lowell Comes to Life Percival Lowell Comes to Life Percival Lowell Comes to Life (regular evening 
hours)  In a living history presentation, hear Observatory founder 
Percival Lowell speak about his research on Mars. Look through the 
same telescope Lowell used to conduct his research. Saturn will be 
the featured object to view. 
 

April  April  April  April  Regular public hours: daytime 9 AM-5 PM;M/W/F/Sat 

nights 5:30 PM-9:30 PM 
 
Wed 2    Flagstaff Night Flagstaff Night Flagstaff Night Flagstaff Night  (regular evening hours)  — Saturn will be 
the featured object to view. 
 
Sun 6      Spring Break Star Fest Spring Break Star Fest Spring Break Star Fest Spring Break Star Fest (regular evening hours)  — same as 
the Spring Star Fest for Sun March 9th, with Saturn as the featured 
object.  
 
Sun 20    Spring Break Star Fest Spring Break Star Fest Spring Break Star Fest Spring Break Star Fest (regular evening hours) — Tonight 
at 7 PM, Lowell astronomer Jeffrey Hall will give an indoor presen-
tation  about  global warming,  as seen from  an  astronomical 
perspective. There will also be telescope viewing, with Saturn as 
the featured object.  

 2008 Public Program Winter Special Events 


